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THE FINAL WAR AND THE CAUSE
By Messenger Elijah Muhammad

This Article was first published December 7, 1961
Without a clear understanding of this FINAL WAR between right and wrong, my
people (the so-called Negroes) will all be lost, that the scripture might be fulfilled:
"Destroyed for the lack of knowledge" (Hoses 4:6).
If Allah be with me, I do not want to see or hear that you were destroyed in the FINAL WAR because of the
LACK OF KNOWLEDGE, for Almighty God, Has given to me the truth, and I shall give the same to you.
You will believe if you are made to understand the Scriptures.
The devils are the cause of this most dreadful and frightful war, ever to be forced upon the Nations of earth,
since it was created , more than seventy trillion years ago.
I am so interested in the safety of my poor people here in America that I cannot hold peace. I have seen, I
have heard it from His mouth, and He has made me to understand the words of His prophets of old---how it
began and how it will end. There is no defense for anyone in this FINAL WAR between Allah (God) and the
devils; only in Allah (God) alone will there be a place of refuge.
The earth itself will shake and tremble and seem as though she is frightened and
desires to run away from the heat of the smelting elements that make up the
atmosphere that make up the atmosphere over North America. All life and water
clouds above shall disappear and will not again appear for one thousand years.
South America will not escape the effect of that of that awful and dreadful
destruction of her Sister, North America. The white race is exceedingly wise, but
not wise enough to behave themselves as they should and be satisfied with the
great blessings of God, in a large country of untold wealth, that her peace may be
secure.
How can she cease from making mischief and causing bloodshed when her father was a liar and a murderer
(John 8:44)? My poor people must know that there is no love or mercy for them in this people. They should
stop allowing themselves to be deceived by this arch deceiver of the world, who is the chief troublemaker of
all people on Earth.
It is the purpose of this FINAL WAR to rid the people of Allah (God) of these troublemakers who delight
themselves in making war. These troublemakers beat and slay the innocent so-called Negroes without justice.
As it is written concerning them: "Ye have lived in pleasure on the on the earth, and been wanton; ye have
nourished your hearts as in a day of slaughter. Ye have condemned and killed the just and he doth not resist
you (James5:5,6).

The above prophecy is fulfilled here between the slavemaster and his slaves (the so-called Negroes).
Regardless to how the devils slaughter and kill the poor so-called Negroes they like sheep do not resist their
murderers nor fear of being murdered.
If they would come to Allah and submit and believe in Him and His true religion Islam, they would not fear
any more and would have a "Mighty One" on their side against this blood-thirsty enemy. A God who will
answer their prayers when they pray.
The devil has deceived us about the true God. There is nothing to what he has taught us to believe in as God.
It naturally does not exist --- a spook for a god, and a dead prophet of two thousand years ago, whom they
want you to believe is somewhere in a heaven, alive. Nothing could be worse, and the people
believe it without any proof. I would like to make you prove such a false doctrine or suffer the
consequences.
There is no such thing as a Heaven nor Hell for one to go to after death.
This is one of the first lies Yakub taught his made devils to teach to the
people (you and me). Even to this day, there are millions of people
believing such a lie.
These are two conditions in our life: Heave and Hell ---not beyond the
grave. DEATH SETTLES IT ALL!
Hurry and join onto your own kind. The time of this World is at hand.
Elijah Muhammad
Messenger of Allah
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